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1 Where Can This Script Be Used?
This demo script has been written for usage with the SAP S/4HANA 1909 Feature Package Stack 01
(FPS01) Fully-Activated Appliance (in short “appliance” in this script), hence you will need such an
appliance to make use of this guide.
The appliance can be brought up in two ways, and the demo scenario in this script is largely the same for
both:
1.

Via SAP Cloud Appliance Library (hosted on cloud providers)
You need a cloud provider account at AWS, MS Azure, or GCP. With this, you can deploy the
appliance within 1-2 hours from https://cal.sap.com > Solutions > SAP S/4HANA 1909 FPS01 FullyActivated Appliance.

2.

Via installing it on your own on-premise hardware.
You need to provide your own hardware, and order & install the appliance as explained in SAP Note
2041140.

If you are new to the SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance, introductory information can be found
here:
https://blogs.sap.com/2018/12/12/sap-s4hana-fully-activated-appliance-create-your-sap-s4hana-1809system-in-a-fraction-of-the-usual-setup-time/

Important:
Before you start your demo, please read SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance: Demo Scripts for
information about necessary preparations, especially any post-deployment steps to ensure the full
functionality of your appliance. These steps are covered in sections;
B) General Remarks
C) Post-deployment Steps
D) Log-on to the system
Besides this, you will also find links to all demo scripts on this page.
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2 Before You Start
In this demo script, you will learn how to directly migrate data from an SAP ERP source system into SAP
S/4HANA, hence, this scenario requires an SAP ERP source system besides the SAP S/4HANA target
system.
In this demo script, we will use an instance of the SAP CAL solution “IDES EHP8 FOR SAP ERP 6.0 on
SAP ASE” as ERP source system and connect it to your existing SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated
Appliance.

Create an SAP ERP instance and connect it to S/4HANA
Follow these steps to create the ERP system and connect it to S/4HANA:
1.) Create an SAP ERP instance (system ID will be ABA)
Create an instance from this CAL solution (same procedure as for the S/4HANA instance, will take ~ 60 minutes):
https://cal.sap.com/catalog#/solutions/9221ef29-f6ca-454b-8f5a-dc314bdf8dd9
For the demo scenario to work, the S/4 and the ERP systems need to be able to communicate via RFC (see next
step how to connect them). Normally this works smoothly if the two systems (S/4HANA and ERP 6.0) are created
in the same network segment of your chosen cloud provider (e.g. in the same CAL / cloud provider account).
If you face connectivity issues in the next step, please check your network setup.

2.) Create an RFC connection from S/4HANA → SAP ERP.
Once you have both systems up and running (S/4HANA & ERP), proceed as follows:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

Note down the external IP address of the SAP ERP 6.0 system (can be obtained from the CAL
console of the SAP ERP instance)
Log on to SAP GUI of the S/4HANA system (either with a local SAP GUI or via the remote desktop)
Enter tCode SM59 in the S/4HANA system
Open the entry in ABAP Connections → ABACLNT800 and click the Display <-> Change icon.
In tab Technical Settings, enter the external IP address of the SAP ERP system into field IP
address, instance number is 00. Don’t mind if the system converts something in field “target host”.
Save
Go to tab Logon & Security
Client 800 is already proposed
Enter the value IDADMIN in field user
Enter the value ides123 in field password
Save
Click Connection Test or Remote Logon to check the connectivity (in case of problems, check your
network setup)
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Performance / Reference Project / System Logon
A note on the migration performance
Please note that this is a trial environment, hence the system infrastructure might not be as good as in a real
environment. Refer to SAP note 2917202 for more information about performance of the Migration Cockpit
especially regarding the Direct Transfer approach.
The runtime differs for different migration objects. The selection task depends e,g, on the complexity of the data
model for this object. The runtime for the simulation and migration option depends mainly on the API which is
used in the migration object.
In this environment you can vary the number of batch jobs per object and project in the Migration Cockpit.
In this CAL setup and the given system infrastructure, we experienced the following runtimes:
• Create a project: 20 to 30 minutes.
Background: a lot of mapping rules have to be copied from the templates into the project. In addition,
migration programs are generated. SAP is aware of this runtime and will implemented improvements in
future versions.
• Selection using migration objects which have a small data model (e.g. cost center, activity type): 2 – 3
minutes. Second selection for the same object: about 1 min.
• Simulation & migration: clearly faster than selection.
• Selection using migration objects which have a complex data model (e.g. material, customer): up to 30
minutes for the first selection.
• Simulation & migration: clearly faster than selection.

Existing project for your reference
The project Demo_1909_FPS1 has already been created if you want to compare it to your projects.
You will see the project once you access the Fiori tile “Migrate your data” in the S4H system.
The two following exercises are already executed in this project (besides the last step “Migration”, this
has not been processed).
Logon data to the systems
System ABA (ERP source system):
• Client: 800
• User: IDADMIN
• Password: ides123
System S4H (S/4HANA target system):
• Client: 100
• User: S4H_MG
• Password: Welcome1
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3 Demo story: Data Migration – Transfer data
directly from an SAP system
In the following exercises you will migrate data directly from an SAP ERP system (SAP ERP
6.0 with EHP 8 / NetWeaver 7.50) to SAP S/4HANA (1909 FPS01).
An RFC connection connects the SAP S/4HANA migration cockpit to the SAP ERP source
system. The SAP S/4HANA migration cockpit uses migration objects to identify and transfer
the relevant data. SAP provides predefined migration objects that you can use. It is possible
to adjust or create own migration objects in the migration object modeler if required.
In the ERP scenario, the standard selection criteria for selecting data from the source
system is the company code. Selection criteria can be adjusted in the migration object
modeler.
In this example, in both systems (ERP source system (name: ABA) as well as SAP
S/4HANA target system (name: S4H)), company code 0001 is assigned to controlling area
0001 (1:1 relationship).
For more information about the Migration Cockpit, including detailed information about the
different migration approaches or scenarios (ERP objects, AFS objects, EWM objects, CRM
objects), please visit help.sap.com and use the search criteria "SAP S/4HANA Migration
Cockpit" or use the quick link to the landing page http://help.sap.com/S4_OP_DM.

Exercise Description
Migration object “FI-CO Activity Type”
1. Check data in the ERP source system
2. Create a migration project
3. Select data from the ERP source system and specify mapping values
4. Simulate the migration and correct errors
5. Migrate the data and check results in the SAP S/4HANA target system
Migration object “FI-CO Cost Center”
6. Learn how to adjust the selection (migration object modeler)
7. Select data from the ERP source system and check the selection result
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Check data in the ERP source system (example: master
data / activity types)
In the first part of the exercise, you will migrate activity types from the ERP source system to the SAP
S/4HANA target system. In this first step, you check which activity types exist in the ERP source
system ABA in controlling area 0001.

Explanation

Screenshot

Go to your CAL
instance and connect
to system ABA and
choose client 800.
Click “connect”.
This opens the SAP
GUI on your PC.
Use the following login data:
Client: 800
User: IDADMIN
PW: ides123
Language: EN

You are now in system
ABA.
1. Enter KL13 in the
transaction field in order to
have a look at the existing
Activity Types in the source.
Confirm your entry by
pressing the enter key.
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Explanation

Screenshot

2. Enter 0001 in the input
field for "Controlling Area"

3. Click

.

Remark: controlling area
0001 is assigned to
company code 0001.

4. Enter 1 in the "from field"
5. Enter Z in the "to field"
6. Click Execute

.

Three Activity Type master
data records exist in the
ERP source system in
Controlling Area 0001 which
is assigned to Company
Code 0001.
You also see several master
data fields as e.g. Activity
Type Unit and Allocation
Cost Element.
You will migrate these 3
master data records within
this exercise.
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Create your migration project
In this step you launch the SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit. You create your migration project. Then
you get an introduction into the handling and you will learn about the most important places within the
Migration Cockpit.
Pls. note: creating a new project takes some time until it is ready for processing (might take up
to 30 minutes). In the background a lot of information (e.g. rules) has to be copied from the delivered
Migration Objects into your project. Also, migration programs are generated.
You see the new project at once. The migration objects which are not yet ready for further processing
are marked as “Not Ready for Processing”. This line disappears as soon as the migration object is
ready, and you can proceed with the selection step for this object.
This process will be optimized with release 2020.
If there is an issue during the creation step, pls. go to the project view. You find there at the top of
the page a link to restart the creation.

Explanation

Screenshot

Go to your CAL instance
and connect to system
S4H. Choose RDP. Click
“connect”.
This opens a remote
desktop connection.
Go to the welcome
page and click the link
which opens FIORI.
Use the following logon data:
1. Enter User S4H_MG
2. Enter password Welcome1
Client 100 is already
suggested
3. Click Log On

Go to section “Data
Migration” (tick the tab
in the header)
4. Click the tile Migrate Your
Data
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Explanation

Screenshot

5. Click button “Create”

Type in:
6. Name:
00_Project_Activity_Type
7. Scenario:
SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA
8. Chose RFC:
ABACLNT800
9. Company code: 0001

10. Flag migration object:
FI-CO Activity Type
11. Click “Add”.
12. Click “Save”

There comes a pop-up
asking if you want to add
the predecessor objects.
13. Click “Do Not Add”.
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Explanation

Screenshot

14. Click on your newly created
project
00_Project_Activity_Type

15.

Click Settings
in order to see the settings
of your project
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Explanation

Screenshot

On the screen "Project
Settings" you see the basis
settings which have been
defined for your project:
•

•

•

RFC connection
ABACLNT800 is used to
connect the SAP ERP
source system
The selection criteria
"Company Code" is
defined by SAP. In this
project, only one company
code, "0001" has been
chosen.
Within company code
0001, the data for
migration object FI-CO
Activity type will be
selected

Note: The selection criteria as
such can be changed in the
LTMOM (migration object
modeler).

16. Click on number “xx” under
dependencies in order to get
more information on
dependent migration objects.
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Explanation

Screenshot

This popup shows all
predecessors and
successors of the migration
object "FI-CO Activity type".
If you want to get an
overview about migration
objects delivered by SAP as
well as about their
relationship, go to
help.sap.com or have a look
on the list which is shown
when creating/editing a
migration project.
17. Click Back

18. Click on the migration
object name
to see details regarding this
migration object

This page is a central place.
You find here the
documentation of the
migration object including
technical details. Under tab
"history" you will find later on
all logs. Under tab "data" you
will find the items which
have been selected from the
source with their current
status, e.g. selected,
simulated, migrated.
19. Click Table Structure
to learn more
about the technical details of
the migration object.
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Explanation

Screenshot

This migration object selects
data from two tables in the
source: data from CSLA master data and data from
CSLT - texts belonging to
these master records

In section "History" you find
all logs

In section "Data" you find
the items with their current
status. Currently, no items
have been selected from
the ERP source system.
20. Click Back
You are now back in the
migration project view.
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Select data from the ERP source system and specify
mapping values
In this step you will proceed by selecting data from the source system. Then, you will edit mapping
values.

Explanation

Screenshot

You select the data to be
migrated from the ERP
source. For the ERP
scenario, the selection
criteria defined by SAP is
Company Code.
1. Click
to
select the Activity Types from
the ERP source system.

2. Click
.
In the current project,
Company Code "0001" has
been assigned (the value
can be seen in “project
settings”).
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Explanation

Screenshot

The activity tracking pane
indicates if there are running
migration activities. Click on
tab "Active" respectively
"Completed" to see these
activities.
3. Click Completed (..)

4. Three items have been
selected from the source
system. Click
in order to
see the three records.

5. You see three entries:
ADMIN, MAINT, PROD.
Click Back
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Explanation

Screenshot

With the selection step the
Migration Cockpit
automatically creates
mapping proposals. The
system proposes for each
field which can be mapped a
1:1 mapping, for example:
Controlling Area "0001" (in
the source) to "0001" (in the
target),
Activity Type "MAINT" to
"MAINT".
You will edit the proposed
mapping so that the data to
be migrated fits to the
S/4HANA target system.
6. Click
to edit the
mapping for the three fields
which can be mapped in the
current example.

In this view you have the
possibility to confirm all
mappings proposed by the
system with two clicks (mark
all mapping tasks, click
confirm button).
In this exercise we will have
a closer look into each
mapping proposal.
7. Click
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Explanation

Screenshot

8. On the left-hand side you
get an overview of the
mapping tasks. On the righthand side you find the values
belonging to the mapping
task.
Check the values, then mark
the entry.

9. Click

10. Click the second
mapping task "Cost
Element" in order to edit the
entries.

11. Select all entries.
The first entry is <blank> to
<blank>. This means there
are activity types which have
no cost element assigned.
We confirm the entry as the
activity type definition shall
be the same in the target
system.
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Explanation

Screenshot

12. Click
to confirm
these mapping entries.

13. Click the last mapping
task "Activity Type" in order
to edit the entries.

14. Enter GR01AD as target
value
15. Enter GR01MA as
target value
16. Enter GR01PR as target
value
If you want to repeat the
whole exercise with another
project pls. map here e.g. to
GR02AD, GR02MA,
GR02PR

17. Mark all entries
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Explanation

Screenshot

18. Click

19. Click two times
in
order to get back to the
migration project view.

You have now edited all
mapping tasks.
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Simulate the migration and correct errors
In this step you simulate the migration of the instances. You check and correct errors.
Simulation means, the SAP standard API in the target system is called and "fed" with the data. The
SAP application does all the checks in the same way as if the data was created or posted manually.
This guarantees that the data is created consistently in the target.
You may get error messages from the Migration Cockpit or from the SAP application if, for
example, target customizing does not fit, or mandatory data does not exist in the target.
Examples for errors:
• Mapping has not been defined (Migration Cockpit)
• Cost element does not exist (SAP application, Financials)
• Cost element type does not fit (SAP application, Financials)

Explanation

Screenshot

1. Click

2. In the drop-down
menu choose “All
Instances”
3. Click

4. In the activity
tracking part, click on
the tab “completed (..)”
in order to see more
details about the status
of the process.
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Explanation

Screenshot

5. You see one error.
This means: one
instance has ended
with error. Click on the
number of errors
to
see the instance which
has an error.

6. Mark the first line
7. Click

8. Double-click on the
message text "Cost element
..." in order to get all
details of the message

9. Scroll down the page in
order to see the full message
text.
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Explanation

Screenshot

Scroll further down.
Activity Type ADMIN has a
Cost Element (0000610000)
assigned which exists in the
S/4HANA target system but
has not the right type there.
You decide to map the
assigned Cost Element to a
Cost Element which has the
right type 43 in the target.
This is done in the mapping
tasks.
10. Click

.

In the Migration Object
screen, you would find all
messages regarding the
object Activity type (go to
history, log button).

11. Click on

12. In the second row, enter
640500 in the box for "Target
Cost Element". This Cost
Element already exists in the
target system with type 43 so
the creation of Activity Type
GR01AD using this value will
be successful.

13. Select the second entry.
14. Click
24

Explanation

Screenshot

15. Click on the navigation
menu and chose Migration
Project to go the project view

16. Click
to go again to
option "Simulate"

17. Click

18. Click

and start the simulation.

19. Click on to have a look
at the simulated items
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Explanation

Screenshot

20. Click on the
navigation menu and
chose Migration
Project to go the
project view

You are back in the project
view
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Migrate the data and check results in the SAP S/4HANA
target system
In this step you start the migration and check the results in the SAP S/4HANA system.

Explanation

1. Click

Screenshot

.

2. Click the dropdown
menu
and chose All
instances and press
Start Migration button

3. In the activity tracking
pane, click Completed
(..).

4. You get the message that
the Migration is finished.
Close the activity tracking
pane by clicking x.
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Explanation

Screenshot

5. In order to have a closer
look at the logs and the
single instances, click on the
migration object name
.

6. Scroll down.

Here you see all logs which
have been written for this
migration object during the
project execution.
7. Click

.

In section “Data” you find
all instances and their
status: successfully
migrated.

The next step is to check the
migrated data in the
S/4HANA financial
application itself.
28

Explanation

Screenshot

8. Open the navigation pane
9. Click Home to get to the
FIORI entry screen
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10. Scroll down to the area
Master Data and click the tile
Manage Activity Types
(Version 2)

11. Enter controlling area
0001 in field “Controlling
Area” and
12. GR01* in the input field
for Activity Type in order to
display the migrated Activity
Types. Don’t forget the * at
the end!
If you executed the exercise
a second time and you have
mapped the Activity Types
to GR02…, pls. enter
GR02*.
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Explanation

Screenshot

13. Click

You see your three
migrated Activity
Types in the
application
transaction. Activity
Type GR01AD has
cost element 640500
assigned.
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Learn how to adjust the selection (migration object
modeler)
In the previous exercise you selected all instances for migration object FI-CO Activity Type which exist
in the source system in company code 0001 (which is assigned to controlling area 0001).
In this exercise you will select cost centers from company code 0001 (which is assigned to controlling
area 0001). This time you do not want to select all cost centers but restrict the selection to the cost
centers KSDTC1 to KSDTC5.
Therefor you have to go to the modeling environment (Migration Object Modeler) and do the
respective settings. The migration object modeler offers the standard select option dialog for each field
of the source table of the respective migration object data model, in this example table CSKS.
Please note that as soon as you change the selection for a migration object it lies in your responsibility
to care for the consistency of the items to be selected.
In the following exercise you first check the existing records in the source system. Then you create a
new project in the SAP S/4HANA system (Fiori) before you go ahead adapting (modeler) and executing
(Fiori) the selection.

Explanation

Screenshot

You first have a look into the
ERP source system ABA to
see which cost center master
data is there.
1. Open your SAP Logon.
Choose system ABA.
Use the following login data:
Client: 800
User: IDADMIN
PW: ides123
Language: EN
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Explanation

Screenshot

2. To check which cost
centers exist in the
system, enter KS13 in the
transaction field.
Confirm your entry by
pressing the Enter key.

3. Enter 0001 in the field
for Controlling Area
4. Click Continue

5. Enter 1 in the "from" field
6. Enter ZZZZZZZZZZ in the
"to" field.
7. Click Execute

In the source system there
are 7 Cost Centers.
You want to select only the
Centers KSDTC1 to
KSDTC5 to be transferred
to the S/4HANA system.
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Explanation

Screenshot

Go to your FIORI
launchpad.
You probably have still the
FIORI open.
8. Click the tile Migrate Your
Data
Create a new project as you did
in part “Create your migration
project”.
Type in, respectively chose:
Name:
00_Project_Cost_Center
Scenario:
SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA
Chose RFC:
ABACLNT800
Company code: 0001
Flag migration object:
FI-CO Cost Center
Click “Add”
Click “Save”

9. Click on your project
00_Project_Cost_Center

Besides the project
creation, no other actions
have taken place so far.
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Explanation

Screenshot

To change the selection,
you use the migration
object modeler (LTMOM)
which is the modeling
layer. Therefor you need to
access the S/4HANA
system via SAP Logon.
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10. Open your SAP
Logon. Choose system
S4H (S/4HANA
system).
Use the following logon
data:
Client: 100
User: S4H_MG
PW: Welcome1
Language: EN
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11. Enter transaction ltmom
in the transaction field.
12. Confirm your entry
by pressing the Enter
key.
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Explanation

Screenshot

You are now in the modeling
environment (LTMOM) of the
Migration Cockpit.
13. Open the first drop-down
box and select the entry
Project by clicking it.
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14. Enter your project name
00_Project_Cost_Center in
the second box.
Confirm your entry by
pressing the Enter key.
Pls. note: bringing up the
project definition takes some
time.

15. Change from display
mode to edit mode by
clicking

16. Expand the row
"S4_CO_COST_CENTER"
by clicking the arrow.
17. Then double-click on
. This
opens a window on the
right- hand side.
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Explanation

Screenshot

18. In the window at righthand side, double-click in
the first row on CSKS. It
opens an additional section
below.
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19. Click on the tab
selection criteria

19

20. Double-click on the
arrow
in row CSKS and
column technical selection.
This brings up a popup
which will enable you to
delimitate the selection in
table CSKS.
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Pls. note: the popup might
be visible right down at the
bottom of your window!
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21. Click on the arrow (on
the left side) to open the field
list for table CSKS

22. Double-click on field
„Cost Center“ so that the

input fields are displayed.
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Explanation

Screenshot

23. Enter: from KSDTC1 to
KSDTC5 in the input fields.

23
Now, only cost center IDs
which lie between these
two entries should be
selected when the selection
is executed in the Migration
Cockpit (which is the
execution layer).
24. Click Save

.

25. Click Save
26. Click Back

24

.
.

Note: pls. leave the LTMOM
transaction otherwise you
will lock yourself when
executing the selection!

You are back in the SAP
Easy Access starting screen.
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Select data from the ERP source system and check the
selection result
After you have defined that the selection of cost centers shall be restricted to the ones where the IDs
lie between KSDTC1 to KSDTC5 you will now execute the selection itself.

Explanation

Screenshot

Go to the Migration Cockpit
(FIORI) and into your project
00_Project_Cost_Center.
1. Click

2. Click

.

3. In the activity
tracking pane, click on
tab Completed (..) in
order to check the
status of the selection.
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Explanation

Screenshot

4. Click 5 in order to see
the selected instances

Five cost centers have been
selected from the ERP
source system.
Company code "0001" was
defined in the project
settings. Controlling Area
"0001" is assigned in the
customizing of your source
system to Company Code
"0001". From this Company
code, only the Cost centers
which lie between KSDTC1
and KSDTC5 have been
selected (you defined this
in the modeler layer /
LTMOM).

Congratulations! You have
successfully finished the
exercises!
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Summary
You are now able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Check data in the ERP source system
Create a project and find the basic settings in a Migration Project
Select data from the ERP source system and specify mapping values
Simulate the migration and correct errors
Migrate the data and check results in the SAP S/4HANA target
system Adjust the selection (migration object modeler)
Select data from the ERP source system and check the selection result
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